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BE SAFE - SET THAT
SYSTEM!!!
Here are some sobering statistics:
+ crime is up for burglaries all over St. Louis
City and suburbs
+ burglaries are still driven by people addicted
to drugs
+ 50% of all homes burglarized are not locked
+ many people do not set the alarm during
the day and at night

THE STAR IS YOUR FRIEND!!
If you lose power or phone line, your GE
Interlogix system will warn you with a beeping
noise from all the keypads.
Just remember the star(*) button on your keypad
when pressed will silence the beeping and
display the trouble signal.

So here is the magic way to protect you and your
family:
1. Check that all doors and windows are locked.
2. Always set the system when you leave and at
night - it is a good habit.
3. The newer systems have great options to make
setting the system very easy. You can add
keychain transmitters, smart phone app control
and email or text that will remind you if you
are all out of the home and you forgot to set the
system. Just a simple push of a button on your
phone and the system is set.

If a power outage is occurring, you may have to
press the star(*) key 12 hours later until the
power is restored.
Need help - call our office and ask to have a
technician paged.

KIDS COMING HOME FROM
SCHOOL
We have several types of video
systems along with texts from
your GE Interlogix system to
let you know the kids arrived
home and turned off the
system. The picture is
optional but very comforting.
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“PROFESSIONAL GRADE”

TEMPORARY SYSTEMS

“We sell systems that are professional grade.”
We have always, for almost 40 years, had the
attitude that our products are life safety.
Buying products that are second best and on sale
is always a mistake. Our systems last 10 to 15
years and are a very good investment.
We get calls everyday about big box store video
systems that do not work after a year or two and
guess what, “no parts available”.
New do it yourself systems, as you might guess,
are cheap systems missing supervision, lithium
long life batteries and do not come with service.
The old adage “you get what you pay for” still
applies.
Our systems are attractively priced, the best
equipment we can find and our staff is highly
trained and very helpful.
That is what we do - professional grade systems
and staff.

NEW PRODUCTS
Wireless intercom/video/doorbell:
+ easy to install
+ makes your family safer
+ great convenience
+ enhances your system

SELLING YOUR RELATIVES
HOUSE
More and more families have to hold a home
or put it up for sale and the house is vacant
after a close relative goes into assisted living or
passes away.
We now have temporary systems that we can
install at a reasonable installation charge and a
monthly monitoring fee that includes the phone
app control to remotely control the alarm.
When you sell the home we remove the temp
system. Call our office for more information.

ALZHEIMERS
Do you have a relative with Alzheimer’s?
We have temporary
systems that monitor doors
to let you know with the
voice module and phone
app text that an exterior
door has been opened.
We also have video if you need it.
This could be a step before assisted living .
Call our office for more information.
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